
St. Cecilia’s Public School 

Junior Wing, Rajouri Garden 

Co-Curricular Activities (Apr-May) 

Baisakhi 

 
Baisakhi is a historical and religious festival in Sikhism and Hinduism which marks the New Year 

and celebration the spring harvest. To inculcate the religious and traditional values the school 

celebrated the festival with high spirits. Students of Prep class expressed their joy by performing 

on Punjabi folk songs. Children also participated in the craft work related to it. They enjoyed 

making crops and dhol. 

Lemonade Party 

“Summar time Summer time,The Sun shines by the pool,Holiday from school” 

 



 

Our Cecilian chef’s showed their culinary skills by learning and making Lemonade. Little Chef’s 

enjoyed the heat beating refreshing drink made by their hands. 
 

Earth Day 

 
 

God has blessed us by giving beautiful gift in form of nature. It is our responsibility to nurture 

and preserve the beautiful creation of God. To develop the sense of care, empathy, 

belongingness our cecilians participated in different activities like-planting of sapling and 

promised not to pluck the flowers, leaves. The importance of 3 R’s was explained and they 

presented their creative and aesthetic skills by making wind chimes, lady bugs out of discarded 

bottles. Animal hang out from discarded CD’s, basket with used disposable glasses, scenery with 

bottle caps, Aquarium and flowers from carton, CD’s bottles, animals and scenery from 

disposable glass and spoon etc… They also took the pledge of not wasting the valuable resources 

and keeping our surroundings clean. Our Cecilians also gave dance performance on different 

songs conveying the message of preserving our Mother Earth. 

 

Western Dance 
 

Every child starts tapping on the music and dance, the best way to reenergize one self. The 

school believes in culminating the cultural values thereby appreciating and adopting other 

cultures. So, Our young Cecilians showcased their skills by performing on stage confidently and 

enthusiastically using different props on western songs. 

 

 

 



Fruit Salad Party 

 
 

Inculcating the habit of eating fruits and staying healthy the school celebrated Fruit Day. Children 

brought their favorite fruit from home and learnt the concept of wash peel and cut. They 

enjoyed making and relishing fruit chaat with the friends. 

 
 


